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Insofar as psychoanalysis attempts to address an impossible meaning at the core of
traumatic experience, its hermeneutic activity is founded on a translation structured as
an open practice of reading rather than a closed system of interpretation. Because the
signifier is always marked by an inadequacy--it is born, as it were, into it-psychoanalysis can never hold itself up as an idealism. For this reason, the “truths” it
tells, and, in its clinical application, the hermeneutic practice it engages offer nothing
to the analysand other than the awareness of the signifier’s fundamental
incompleteness. And even this final truth it embraces--the truth is there is no
guaranteed truth--cannot be guaranteed. Psychoanalysis, then, does not tell the
analysand the truth about his problems. It cannot excavate the original source of his
troubles, hand it over to him, and suggest appropriate changes. That is, in addressing
an analysand’s particular problem or symptom, psychoanalysis does not make
interventions at the level of the signified--an attempt, as it were, to create a content
correlate to what the signifier cannot represent--but rather, it works at the level of the
form of the signifier--that it is inadequate. Psychoanalysis, in other words does not try
to overcome the split in the subject since it always structures its praxis around the
inadequacy that characterizes the signifier. This materiality of the signifier is the only
absolute knowledge it posits, the only understanding it embraces.
Since something is always lost to memory, and to traumatic memory in particular, a
straight-forward interpretive approach must give way to a narrative practice that can
account for the unaccountable. This is why psychoanalysis moves from early models
of interpretation to the later and more nuanced strategy of construction as it attempts
to translate the unconscious origin of the traumatic event into the analysand’s
understanding. Simply giving the analysand’s past over to the signifier through
interpretation does not deal with what is structurally repressed by this signifier since it
does not address the crisis of knowledge that emerges in the form of the
symptom. This is the fundamental insight that psychoanalysis will come to as the
ethos of its technique. Since the symptom can be seen as a sort of bodily knowledge
that exceeds rational understanding, it is necessary to consider the relation between
the traumatic symptom and repetition.

The most obvious product of the impact of the signifier, it is the symptom that is the
starting point of analysis since the symptom shows us that the inadequacy of the
signifier is not simply external to the subject as some prohibited or “lacking” content
but, rather, that this inadequacy is proper to it. As a positive marker for the negating
effect of the signifier on the subject, the symptom shows us that the lack suffered by
the subject as he is constituted by the signifier into the symbolic is really an excess, a
left-over piece from the passage through creatio ex nihilo. According to Dolar, the
passage is never complete: “there is...an element of ‘pre-ideological” and
‘presubjective’ materia prima that comes to haunt subjectivity once it is constituted as
such.”1 Dolar invites us to think of the lack in the subject as a remainder produced by
the cut of the signifier. What is cut away, in other words, returns in the subject in the
form of the unconscious repressed. This does not simply mean that this remainder is
inside the subject; the symptom, rather, as a formation of the unconscious, as an
excessive remainder of the impossible primordial cut, exists at the limit of the
subject. The symptom, then, is both inside and outside the subject since it marks both
a lack and an excess. According to Dolar,
the remainder produced by subjectivation...is neither exterior nor interior, but not
somewhere else either. It is the point of exteriority in the very kernel of interiority,
the point where the innermost touches the outermost, where materiality is the most
intimate. It is around this intimate external kernel that subjectivity is
constituted. Lacan has, as always, coined a fine word for it: extimacy.2
In his seminar entitled “Extimacy” (1985-86) in which he offers a sustained reading
of the Lacanian concept, Jacques-Alain Miller considers the “phenomenon” of
extimacy in terms of the real in the symbolic so that, as he says, one might “escape the
common ravings about a psychism supposedly located in a bipartition between
interior and exterior.” According to Miller, extimacy shows us that “the intimate is
Other--like a foreign body, a parasite.”3 This is precisely the status of the symptom: it
is like an alien invader that is, despite its foreignness, most intimate to the
subject. Without the symptom, the subject would never register the lack that marks its
excess. And this mark, as correlate to the inadequacy of the signifier, is the only
positive “content” the signifier has.4 Without the symptom, then, no subject would
“exist.”
As the signifier cuts the body and emerges as inadequate for filling the void opened in
this cut, it is the symptom that attempts to positivize this negativity. This is why,
according to Lacan, the symptom is to be understood as a metaphor. For Lacan, a
metaphor is a signifier that stands for another signifier. It is a signifying
substitution. Thus, the symptom does not have a fixed meaning but is, rather, the
complicated effect of the signifier. And the signifier, as we have said, can never be
reduced to its meaning. There is something of the signifier that exceeds meaning,

something inadequate that is its very materiality. The symptom, therefore, as a
positivization of this lack/excess, cannot be “cured” through an interpretation based
on plumbing to its deepest meaning, its origin, since another symptom will always
come in its place. Freud was not a little astonished to discover this in his practice with
the treatment of women hysterics. The hysteric always has a symptom to display that
seems to point to some origin or meaning. In order to address the hysteric’s symptom,
Freud invented the “talking cure” so that his patients might be able to get to the
bottom of their trauma. But, as Freud was soon to learn, getting to the bottom of the
ailment, to its origin, so to speak, was precisely not the point of analysis. As soon as
one symptom was talked though, summarily interpreted, as it were, another arose in
its place. Thus, Freud quickly came to see that there was much more involved in
discharging the symptom than a simple interpretation or translation of its seeming
content.
The question, then, for Freud will be how to translate the symptom. How can one
symbolize what the signifier is not adequate to--the unconscious repressed? It is
difficult to speak outright about the function of the signifier in relation to the problem
of translating the symptom since it is possible to discern two different contexts or
dimensions of this relation. First, there is the dimension of the signifier, and
translation becomes a kind of method or tool for plumbing its depths. If there is a
certain inadequacy to the signifier, perhaps an extremely faithful act of translation can
make this inadequacy good. The assumption here is that fidelity engenders
truth. This is misleading, however, because this position implies that there is some
content to the signifier, to its inadequacy, that translation can decode. The other
dimension or perspective from which to consider the relation between translation and
the symptom is, of course, the symptom. In order to get to the bottom of the
symptom, it would seem, one has only to open one’s mind and understand. The
solution to all the suffering, then, is to treat the patient as a kind of lexicon of
symptoms. One merely needs to be sensitive to the material of the symptom and to
endeavor, as it were, to become a master of solicitude. In this manner, it appears
simple enough to transmit the “foreign” material. Just as one translates a foreign
language into another, the symptom might be translated into the vocabulary of hidden
causes and buried aetiologies. The patient, then, is like an open book to a skilled
translator and the talking cure will give this translator the raw materials he needs to
make the proper interpretation. This is also a mistaken assumption because the
symptom is not characterized by its content. A patient may be suffering a particular
ailment, but, as Freud was to discover early on in his studies on hysteria, there is no
physiological explanation for the hysteric patient’s symptoms.
Because the symptom is an expression of the unconscious repressed and the patient
does not have conscious access to it, it marks what Paul Verhaeghe calls “a splitting in

the psychic functioning.”5 In his analysis of the development of Freud’s
understanding of the aetiology of hysteria, Verhaeghe suggests that the symptom is
necessarily unavailable for translation since the unconscious repressed “content”
which is pathogenically active (the symptom shows us this activity) is not consciously
available to the patient. The patient, that is, is not able to symbolize the origin of his
symptom because it is repressed--it belongs in the realm of the real. “Something that
has not been psychically elaborated,” Verhaeghe tells us, “stays within the realm of
the Real, and from there exerts a pathological traumatic force.”6 This pathological
force, of course, is nothing other than the symptom as an expression of the
unconscious repressed. According to Joël Dor,
the identity of a symptom is never anything but an artifact to be attributed to the
effects of the unconscious. Diagnostic investigation requires us to find our support on
this side of the symptom, in the intersubjective space that Freud (1912) described in
his famous telephone metaphor as the communication of unconscious to unconscious.
In order to plumb the intersubjective space of analysis as a communication of
“unconscious to unconscious” and to understand the symptom in its relation to the
mechanism of repression, Freud would have to invent the analytic strategy of
construction since any analysis, interpretation, or translation of the symptom
necessarily aims at a level of meaning that the analysand has not been aware of.
There are, Freud tells us, certain scenes from infancy that are not reproduced during
analysis as recollections. They are, rather, the products of construction. Since we
have no direct access to the time before the time of the subject--a time that
nevertheless marks him in the most profound way--construction is the only technique
at our disposal to access our unconscious recollections. Freud would turn to the
phenomenon of fantasy in order to approach this possibility. In his 1919 essay, “A
Child Is Being Beaten,” Freud offers an analysis of the various stages of development
of a common fantasy. The significant thing about this particular essay is the
introduction of the strategy of construction for an analysis of the masochistic second
phase of the fantasy since the child’s fantasy of itself being beaten by its father is
unavailable to consciousness. Freud is able to discern this second phase of the fantasy
as the only logical link between the other two conscious parts.8 There is, in other
words, a gap in consciousness that Freud would have to address in order to make
sense of the entire fantasy. And it is the analytic strategy of construction that he
would use in order to give some form to the lost material of this gap. Because this
gap is correlate to the gap in the signifier, construction, like the symptom, can be said
to function as a positivization of the negative “content” of the unconscious repressed,
of the second phase of the fantasy. According to Freud,

This second phase is the most important and the most momentous of all. But we may
say of it in a certain sense that it has never had a real existence. It is never
remembered, it has never succeeded in becoming conscious. It is a construction of
analysis, but it is no less important on that account.9
Because of its negativity, this second phase is what counts for the fantasy. And it is
also what counts for subjectivity, structured in and through a lost or impossible
event. Thus, it is construction, as a practice of reading the negative, that will emerge
as the most adequate technique for addressing the symptom in the signifier.
In an attempt to remember an elusive memory that resists representation--a disturbing
dream or a traumatic experience, for example--Freud turns to construction in order to
access the lost material. Working off conscious material, Freud will have to engage a
reading practice that re-constructs the missing part of these memories. Shifting from
an emphasis on the interpretation of resistances to the unconscious repressed, Freud
introduces construction to account for this “forgotten” stage. In a sort of historical
overview of the development of analytic technique, Freud opens Chapter 3 of Beyond
the Pleasure Principle with an a call to this new hermeneutic practice:
Twenty-five years of intense work have had as their result that the immediate aims of
psycho-analytic technique are quite other today than they were at the outset. At first
the analyzing physician could do no more than discover the unconscious material that
was concealed from the patient, put it together, and, at the right moment,
communicate it to him. [This is the early function of the talking cure]. Psychoanalysis was then first and foremost an art of interpreting. Since this did not solve the
therapeutic problem, a further aim came in view: to oblige the patient to confirm the
analyst’s construction from his own memory.10
As a practice of reading the unconscious, construction would jettison Freud beyond
the art of interpretation and the efficacy of the talking cure. The analyst’s
construction, however, insofar as it is remains unconvincing to the analysand (as it
typically does), opens the space for a repetitive acting out. Freud continues:
The patient cannot remember the whole of what is repressed in him, and what he
cannot remember may be precisely the essential part of it. Thus he acquires no sense
of conviction of the correctness of the construction that has been communicated to
him. He is obliged to repeat the repressed material as a contemporary experience
instead of, as the physician would prefer to see, remembering it as something
belonging to the past.11
The analysand recoils from the presentation of the unconscious material, Freud
claims, precisely because it strikes a chord. There is no negation in the unconscious,
and any time a patient exclaims “That’s not it!” the analyst can be sure that
it is it.12 The analyst’s construction, Freud tells us, always hits the analysand with an

”unwished-for exactitude.” Perhaps this is also why the analysand always recoils
from the analyst’s constructions. In them, interpretation hits the traumatic
real. Whether Freud’s constructions are correct or not is precisely not the point, for,
as Bruce Fink points out, “insofar as interpretation hits the real, it does not so much hit
the truth as create it.”13 The analysand, therefore, cannot put the repressed material in
the past, he cannot simply refuse it as incorrect--even if he does, lingering doubts will
return--or abreact it as a memory--if he does, it will be a false memory (or the wrong
memory) since it has never been psychically registered in the first place. The
analysand must, instead, repeat the repressed material in the present. This repetition
of the forgotten past in the present exposes the analysand to the metaleptic structure of
his missed (traumatic) experience, it exposes the analysand to the real. Thus,
repetition makes the analysand attentive to another level of meaning beyond the
signifier--to a level of meaning, that is, which the signifier is not adequate to. Here
we see how the analytic strategy of construction introduces a whole new structural
practice into psychoanalysis. With the introduction of construction, Freud essentially
opens psychoanalytic practice up to the very logic of repetition. Through this
strategy, Freud exposes his analysand to the abyssal structure--the impossible origin-of the symptom, to its elusive and traumatic meaning beyond the signifier.
Moving beyond the talking cure as a mode of discovery to what he will later come to
call “the bedrock of castration,” Freud begins the arduous process of pointing us
toward this elusive meaning. In the conclusion of his 1937 essay entitled “Analysis
Terminable and Interminable,” Freud argues that the terminal point of analysis lies in
the subject’s recognition of its own essential structure inaugurated in castration and
the Oedipus complex.14 This is the impossible origin of the symptom that the
analysand comes to: the structure of the subject and the inadequacy of the
signifier. With this development of his theory of the talking cure, Freud has thus
come to the realization that one can move no further in analysis than this impossible
origin.15 This position is radically different from the notion that the talking cure
might return one to the source of his troubles. So, while Freud never abandons the
talking cure with its emphasis on interpretation, he does envision its function
differently, suggesting that the treatment of the symptom should revolve around the
repetition of the subject’s impossible origin. This will be the essential point he makes,
at any rate, with the introduction of repetition compulsion in Beyond the Pleasure
Principle where he makes a radical shift in his practice toward a sustained analysis of
the level of meaning that is beyond the signifier and the logical limits of speech: this
will be nothing other than the traumatic meaning of the death drive, an irresistible
compulsion to repeat what Freud calls “an earlier state of things.”16
Traumatic repetition means that our misery comes from within, and a simple
interpretive approach will never bring one to what is essential in traumatic

experience. In order to access that lost or forgotten material, Freud would have to
turn to the strategy of construction as a means of reading the unconscious
repressed. As a reading strategy that essentially is able to positivize the negative,
construction would become the very approach Freud will utilize in order to articulate
the text of Beyond the Pleasure Principle. Thus, it is no surprise that Freud turns
again to myth to lead him into a theoretical space that is concerned primarily with
articulating an impossibility. As he reaches the limits of scientific inquiry, Freud
turns to the literary, to myth, to teach us something about impossible origins:
science has so little to tell us about the origin of sexuality [and the death drive] that
we can liken the problem to a darkness into which not so much as a ray of a
hypothesis has penetrated. In a quite different region, it is true, we do meet with such
a hypothesis; but it is of so fantastic a kind--a myth rather than a scientific
explanation--that I should not venture to reproduce it here, were it not that it fulfills
precisely the one condition whose fulfillment we desire. For it traces the origin of an
instinct to a need to restore an earlier state of things.17
Freud’s positing of this state is purely speculative, guided not by science and
empirical data but by myth and a literary sensibility. Here, Freud uses myth as a
statement about the impossible. This is not a weakness in his approach. Rather, it is
how he manages to intersect the space of the unconscious. Itself a negative space, the
unconscious cannot be empirically proven. This is why Freud offers this disclaimer in
the text of Beyond the Pleasure Principle at the beginning of Chapter 4: “What
follows is speculation, often far-fetched speculation, which the reader will consider or
dismiss according to his predilection.”18 With the introduction of the death drive and
a model for traumatic repetition that is essentially grounded in an impossibility as the
only means for accessing the Other scene of the unconscious repressed, Freud
shattered the possibility that psychoanalytic technique could be appropriated through
either empirical study or a straight-forward practice of hermeneutics. Consequently,
Freud’s theory of the unconscious—as well as his strategy for accessing the
unconscious repressed—can only be pursued through a reading practice that embraces
the mythic side of understanding and existence, through a practice of reading
otherwise.
In her essay entitled “To Open the Question,” Shoshana Felman opens the
question: What does it mean to read otherwise? How does reading open onto the
possibility of an Other scene, exposing the radical alterity inherent in any discursive
act? How is reading intimately related to the movement of repetition? It is most
certainly true, after all, that the unconscious, insofar as it exceeds our subjective
grasp, always opens onto an Other scene.19 This scene, which we could call the
unconscious, appears as the signifier’s difference to itself: that is, what the signifier is
both not adequate to as well as what the signifier cannot adequately address. It is

precisely the point of this difference that is significant for Freud’s reading of the
unconscious repressed and the function of the death drive in the structure of the
subject.
Felman’s brief essay is a compact meditation on the relation between literature and
psychoanalysis. How is it, she wonders, have literature and psychoanalysis come to
be read together and what, exactly, is the significance of this relation? Rather than
thinking the relation as one of subject to object, Felman invites us to think the
possibility of reading literature and psychoanalysis together, not as different forms of
the same thing, but as different from each other, insofar as each compromises what
Felman calls “the interiority of the other.” Thus, according to Felman,
Each is thus a potential threat to the interiority of the other, since each is contained in
the other as its otherness-to-itself, its unconscious. As the unconscious traverses
consciousness, a theoretical body of thought always is traversed by its own
unconscious, its own “unthought,” of which it is not aware, but which it contains in
itself as the very conditions of its disruption, as the possibility of its own selfsubversion. We would like to suggest that, in the same way that psychoanalysis
points to the unconscious of literature, literature, in its turn, is the unconscious of
psychoanalysis.20
Here Felman calls for a reading of the movement of psychoanalysis as a reading of the
limits of literature, while literature can also be read as the borderline element of
psychoanalysis. In this sense, she calls for a reading that could address a level of
meaning to which the subject is not always immediately attentive.
Thus, we can see how both Freud and Felman are looking to open the relation
between two different types of discourse—science and myth or psychoanalysis and
literature—in order to consider the function of the unconscious repressed and,
especially, of repetition in the life and language of the subject as a practice of reading
otherwise. This, of course, is nothing other than a call for a reading of the
unconscious repressed, a technique that Freud had devoted the entire field of
psychoanalysis to. As a kind of materialist mystic, suspended between the rigors of
empiricism and the wonder of myth, Freud forged a practice of reading the
unconscious repressed through the strategy of construction and the movement of
repetition. In this act of reading—when interpretation hits the real—the truth of the
unconscious is created. This involves the very limits of interpretation and
meaning. This is precisely why an act of reading in psychoanalysis is not about
plumbing to the secret depths of the true content of the unconscious repressed. It is,
rather, about engaging the extimate limit of the signifier and the abyssal structure of
the subject.
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